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Abstract 

It is shown that the effect of line broadening by 

focusing nay considerably contribute to the observed laser-

induced ionization of gases when the ionization energy 

of the gas molecules is well above the Mean photon energy 

of the laser radiation, (bilk**) 
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1. Introduction 

* . • - — 

Ionization of gases induced by laser radiation has 

been observed even in those cases where the ionization 

energy of the gas molecules is well above the mean photon 

energy of the radiation. 'Panarella (1) has pointed out that 

the existing muItiphoton and cascade theories attempting to . 

account for the effect actually are in serious divergence 

from experiments. He has, therefore, put forward and 

"effective-photon hypothesis" which assumes that the 

energy distribution of the photon broadens when the intensity 

of the radiation beam increases (2). In a previous paper (3) 

we have shown that focusing of a classical quasi-monochromatic 

light beam also l*ads to line broadening and that the 

"effective-photon hypothesis" of Panarella might thus be 
i 

avoided. In (3) we restricted ourselves to showing that the 
! . 

effect exists, but we considered only frequencies in the 

viniclty of the line center. In this paper we consider the 

frequencies far apart from the line center as is necessary 

for ionization, and we show that the effect may considerably 
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contribute to the ionization of gases by laser radiation 

and say reduce the difficulties in multiphoton and cascade 

theories. Since little sees» to be known experimentally 

•bout the line shape in these faroff regions» we try soae 

functions that appear reasonable. The effect depends 

crucially on this choice. Good results êof obtained with an 

exponentially daarped Lorentsian form. 

# 
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2. The Xonixaticn Forno] aa 

Basically our .explanation is the 

radiation beam has a line profile, i.e., 

but ion, P(«). P(w)dw - |*(»}jld« is the 

getting a photcm energy In the interval 

and I P(w)doi « 1. The probability for 

energy above the ionization energy W thai 

an 

pro! 

4» 
gett ing 

[l] Q(H> - J~P(e>da 
W/n" • 

and fro» the normalisation of P(») we havi 

w - f QtO) - P<w)d* - 1 

Nov, the line width Aw of a beam emitted Iron a laser 

usually is vary snail compared to the cenler frequency * 

following. The 

energy distri-

bability of 

... 4&» • «ncU», 

a photon 

is 

so that Q(K) is also vary small whan the ionization energy 
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W is well above nw , i.e. above the mean photon energy* 

However, when the beam is focused, the line width broadens, 

according to pur previous paper (3) (see below), and Q(H) 

Increases considerably, as illustrated in Fig. 1. He consider 

the beam to consist of single pulses. Let each pulse contain 

+ p(wj 

• u, 

W/A 

fig. I Sketch of the !;rvc. trotTdening by fccaiizofion. 
{WrÇOs «otuzeíion pci'enhot ) 

(a): Beam befcr* passing through the lens, 

(b); Beomcrfter pacing through the lens. 
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an average number of N photons.*The average number of those 

photons in a pulse which have energies above V is then 

N x Q(W), and these photons can ionize the gas atoms. We 

here assume that only photons from one and the same laser 

pulse can cooperate in effecting the absersed ionization 

phenomena but not photons from different pulses because 

the time between successive pulses usually is long enough 

for recombination to restore the Initial situation. In order 

to ionize one atom it is thus necessary to have . 

[3] N x Q(W)'* l 

If we leave fluctuations in N out of account formula [3 J 

gives the threshold for ionization to occur. This ionization, 

is not necessarily observable ionization, for instance in 

the form of optical breakdown or of spark production, a 

number of ions larger than 1 is required. This number depends 

on factors like gas pressure, temperature etc., in a complicated 

and often unclear way. We do not wish here to deal with 

these complications and take all situations where wa have 

II x n *» i as worth beirvj considered. Iri table I wc ©resent 

the actual numerical values obt/rino/i for N'.x-.C? in the various 

cases so that reader can draw his own conclusions. 
i 

• I • • 
! 
i 

I 

1. 



The relation between the focusing angle a of an 

axially synmetrlc bean and the line width AM was derived in 

(3) by calculations on a classical wave pulse» whose 

transverse spreading represents the divergence Of the beanu 

The ionization is then considered in a seal-classical way 

in the sense of Einstein's light quantum explanation of 

the photoelectric effect. The result of the calculations 

in (3) to a good approximation under the conditions of the 

actual experiments was 

w ($ -(^)1—*«H—'""Pa']}-
+ |<X-l)sin%á{l-2nsln'a> 

where x *nd n are parameters whose values depend on the line 

shape. In view of the war.y uncertainties and unknowns in the 

situations under discussion we here use the simplified 

version 
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[SJ £2-[l(X-l>],/,.i»'. 

f 

which can be shown to be justified under the conditions of 

the experlaents with which we compare our results (for more 

details see (3)). Another drawback of the complicated 

formula [4] is that it can lead to negative values for (AM) 2 

for angles a satisfying sina £ (2n)~ ' . This defect is 

absent in the lower approximation [5] and would also 

disappear if we went to higher approximations in [4]. 

Formula [4], ir the cases where it can be applied* gives 

somewhat lower values for Au. Nevertheless» even with [4] 

we obtain N x Q * 5 x 10' with the realistic values 

*i»0 » 3.6 ev (second harmonic of ruby radiation), w-12.0 eV 

(Xenon), a*10 , N«10 -and using the same procedure 

that led to the results in Table I beloW. The price we 

have to pay in using [s] is the larger error. Formula [5] 

(as well as [4] } is the more unaccuTate the larger the 

angle a. The error in the case of the angles met in the 

experiments may be as large as 50% or more, but this is 

still siuali compared with other uncertainties. 

i 
As possible forms for the line shape P(w) 
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we have com.JtUrrct! an cxixmenLlally damped Lorcntzl.in 

distribution in x 

[6j P(«) -.{2a*f(e»~K. «*P<-£*> 

1 • x2 

where 

[7] x - — £ 

Aw 

and also a Gaussian and a hyperbolic secant distribution. 

The Gaussian and hyperbolic secant distributions gave 

by far too small values of N x 0 while the exponentially 

damped Lorentzlan distribution [6] gives reasonable results, 

as we will show below. A Lorentzian line shape can be 

derived in quantum theory (4). It does, however, not fit 

into our 
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treatment in (3) because for a Lroentslan distribution tha 

integrals for tha higher momenta diverge, Tharafora wa 

multiplied tha Lorantslan distribution by an exponential In 

ordar to forca tha integrals to converge,. 

Tha parameter X in [s] for tha d—pad Lorantslan 

diatrlbatlen la not known exactly. The values given In (3) 

for x refer to a danped Lorenttlan distribution for the 

momentum components kx# k and k_ and not for the energy 
y * 

(angular frequency) a. Tha relation between tha distributions 

for k , k , k and.that for « la difficult to calculate. . 

Therefore, in the spirit of the pilot nature of our study wa 

just take over tha value for x fro* (3). Tha range of values 

in (3) fire • 0.2 ... • is anyway United to x » *••• **\ **• 

The parameter c in [«] gives.tha strength of the 

exponential damping. Table Z shows that.in 16 different eases 

wa obtain M x 0 fc 1 for e • 0,2. A smaller value for c would 

give still higher values of H x 0 but on tha ether hand 

would also increase tha error contained in formula [s] (for 

details sec Í3LU ~« 
I 

»• » 

filth tha exponentially damped Lorentslaa. distri

bution [$] inserted in [l] we obtain 
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i 
i 

W 0 - (2« tf(a)r lajip[-«x) 

'1 XmlZ-

'and 
•• • . ' • » • • • • • • " • ' • • - . . 

[10] f(c) - CiUUine . ai(c)co»« (Ref. 5) 

and am t» given by [5] with a - 0.2, x - !•••» Formila [«] 

ia an approximation for larga X, but for X $ 50, which ia 

tha ranga aat in tha axpariaantSt tha arror i s saallar than 

i O ~ V , • ,•; \\ ".'• 
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3. Comparison with the Experiments 

Ve have found 23 experimental situations (6-20) 

in which ionization of erases by focused Laser radiation 

has been observed in the form of gas breakdown and spark 

production. The ionization energy was always higher than the 

nean photon energy by a factor of 7 or more. With the values 

of w, &>0, a and N of the respective experiment our formula 

[8jgave tt x 3 ? 1 In 16 cases; these are summarised in 

Table I. The actual values of N x Q 
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t 

ranged from 1.2 to 9.4x10*2. 

Tht: value- ut *J.4xiu'*' loi the number oi pholOUtt in d laser 

pulse which are capable of ionizing the; gas seems high 

enough to justify our clain that the effect to line 

broadening by focusing has to be taken Into account. Even a 

reduction of that number by several orders of magnitude, due 

to some possible unjustified assumptions in our work, would 

still leave us with a huge number. 

There are cases of observed ionization where our 

mechanism does not give an adequate explanation: In 6 cases 

(14-19) we do not get N x Q £ 1. The convergence angles in 

these experiments were as small as 0.3 ...3.4 so that we 

may say there is ionization with effectivelly no focalization. 

In one case (20) where we do not get N x 0 >, I the ionization 

emergy was a factor of 100 above the mean photon emergy. In 

(13) and (21) a nonlinear variation of the number of ions 

created as function of laser power was measured whereas our 

formula [3] suggests a linear variation, N being proportional 

to the laser power. 

We thus do not say that line broadening by focusing 

replaces the multiphoton and cascade theories in explaining 

the observed phenomena, rather it complements them, we expect 

that our line broadening will reduce the difficulties in the 

cascade and multiphoton theories of 1a3fer-induced ionization 

of gases, provided the line shape far from the center shows 

only a limited fall off as, for examplefthe Lorentzian form. 
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CAPTIONS 

FIG* 1* Sketch of the l ine broadening by f rea l i za t ion . 

TABXE I . Values of R x Q for the exponentially dacped 

Lorentzian with c» 0 . 2 , x* 18*8* using the expe

rimental data (6 -13) , in formulas [ 5 ] , [8] and [9] . 
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